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3-Ketosteroid 1-dehydrogenases (KstD) are important microbial flavin enzymes that initiate 24 

the metabolism of steroid ring A and find application in the synthesis of steroid drugs. We 25 

present a structure of the KstD from Sterolibacterium denitrificans (AcmB), which contains a 26 

previously uncharacterized putative membrane-associated domain and extended proton-relay 27 

system. The experimental and theoretical studies show that the steroid 1-dehydrogenation 28 

proceeds according to the Ping-Pong bi-bi kinetics and a two-step base-assisted elimination 29 

(E2cB) mechanism. The mechanism is validated by evaluating the experimental and theoretical 30 

kinetic isotope effect for deuterium substituted substrates. The role of the active site residues is 31 

quantitatively assessed by point mutations, experimental activity assays, and QM/MM MD 32 

modelling of the reductive half-reaction (RHR). The pre-steady-state kinetics also reveals that 33 

the low pH (6.5) optimum of AcmB is dictated by the oxidative half-reaction (OHR), while the 34 

RHR exhibits a slight optimum at the pH usual for the KstD family of 8.5. The modelling 35 

confirms the origin of the enantioselectivity of C2-H activation and substrate specificity for 4-36 

3-ketosteroids. Finally, the cholest-4-en-3-one turns out to be the best substrate of AcmB in 37 

terms of G of binding and predicted rate of dehydrogenation.  38 

  39 
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INTRODUCTION 40 

Steroids belong to a class of lipid triterpenes characterized by a structure of an aliphatic 41 

tetracyclic system with a low number of functional groups in its core, complex spatial structure, 42 

and low solubility in water1. They are widespread in plants, insects, vertebrates, yeasts, and 43 

fungi2. Cholesterol-derived steroids are used as hormones and regulate various aspects of the 44 

metabolism. As a result, steroid hormones and their analogues are one of the most important 45 

groups of drugs produced by the pharmaceutical industry3.  46 

The chemical and biotechnological modification of steroids is of utmost importance for the 47 

development of new functionalities of steroid drugs. One of such important modification is the 48 

introduction of a double bond between the atoms C1 and C2 of ring A, so-called Δ1-49 

dehydrogenation, which increases the potency and selectivity of steroid drugs. For example, the 50 

oxidation of hydrocortisone to prednisolone results in increased anti-inflammatory activity 51 

while reducing salt-retaining activity4,5. Δ1-Dehydrogenation, which starts the central 52 

degradation pathway in bacteria (the opening of ring A leading to the complete mineralization 53 

of the steroids), is catalysed by a microbial flavin enzyme, 3-ketosteroid Δ1-dehydrogenase 54 

(KstD, EC 1.3.99.4). The genes encoding KstDs, characterized by a rather high sequence 55 

diversity, are abundant among various bacteria and fungi6. As a result, microbial systems are 56 

routinely used by the pharmaceutical industry in the biotransformation of various sterols and 57 

steroids7,8. 58 

 59 
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 60 

Figure 1. Steroids used in the study; AD – androst-4-en-3,17-dione, DHT – dihydrotestosterone, 61 

17-MT – 17-methyltestosterone, PRG – progesterone, 6-DHA – 6-dehydrotestosterone acetate, 62 

TP – testosterone propionate, DGN – diosgenone, CHON – cholest-4-en-3-one. 63 

 64 

Steroid-transforming bacteria frequently have several isoenzymes at their disposal. These 65 

isoenzymes usually differ in their substrate preference and are up-regulated in the presence of 66 

different steroids6. Multiple isoenzymes in a genome may help microorganisms degrade 67 

steroids with different structural characteristics6. Recently, several reports confirmed that 68 

KstDs are capable of dehydrogenating steroids with undegraded isooctyl C17 substituents9,10. 69 

One such non-standard KstDs is AcmB from Sterolibacterium denitrificans Chol-1, a suitable 70 

catalyst for the dehydrogenation of C17-extended ketosteroids and 3-keto-saponins. 71 

Interestingly, it also exhibits multiple pH optima, which depends on the electron acceptor used. 72 

As a result AcmB can catalyse the 1,2-dehydrogenation of 3-ketosteroids at a slightly acidic or 73 

basic pH11,12. 74 

Furthermore, the sequence of AcmB also differs from the only structurally characterized 75 

representative of the KstDs , namely the KstD1 from Rhodococcus erythropolis (PDB: 4C3X 76 
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and 4C3Y)13. Our bioinformatic analysis indicates that KstD1 from R. erythropolis (GenBank 77 

accession code AAF19054.1) is shorter by approximately 50 amino acids when compared to 78 

the majority of the know KstD sequences. The longest difference in the amino acid sequence,  79 

38 amino acids  (compared to the sequence of AcmB, see Figure S1), was previously referred 80 

to as the 'loop'10. As a result, the crystal structure of KstD1 from R. erythropolis represents only 81 

a fraction of the known enzymes in the KstD family. In this work, we structurally characterize 82 

KstD from S. denitrificans (AcmB, GenBank accession code ABV59992), which, based on its 83 

amino acid sequence composition, represents most of the known KstDs. The structural 84 

characterization is combined with kinetic and modelling studies addressing the reaction 85 

mechanism with several steroid substrates (Figure 1). With pre-steady-state kinetics, we 86 

explained the surprising origin of two pH optima of AmcB11. We have also successfully used 87 

site-directed mutagenesis and QM/MM MD calculations to quantitatively explain the influence 88 

of active site residues on reaction kinetics. Finally, we discussed the biological role of the 'loop'. 89 

We discuss its possible involvement in the enzyme-membrane association, the substrate 90 

binding, and its potential responsibility for the substrate specificity of AcmB.  91 

METHODS 92 

Materials 93 

All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Tokyo Chemical Industry, Carl Roth or 94 

BioShop unless otherwise specified. 2,2,4,6,6-d5-4-Androsten-17α-methyl-17β-ol-3-one was 95 

purchased from CDN Isotopes, while 1,16,16,17-d4-17β-hydroxy-5α-androstan-3-one was 96 

obtained from Alsachim. 97 

Protein purification and crystallization 98 

AcmB was expressed in Escherichia coli BL21(DE3)Magic (Creative Biolabs) and purified 99 

by Ni-affinity chromatography as previously described by Wojtkiewicz et al11. The removal of 100 

(His)6-AcmB fusion protein was carried out during overnight dialysis with recombinant (His)6-101 

TEV protease. The protein was then loaded onto the HiLoad Superdex 200 16/600 pg (Cytiva) 102 
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size exclusion column and eluted with 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.5, 150 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM tris(2-103 

carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP) and 0.2% (v/v) Tween 20. All chromatographic experiments 104 

were performed using an NGC Quest 10 Plus instrument (BioRad). 105 

The protein was concentrated to 20 mg ml–1 using an Amicon Ultra-15 30 kDa (Millipore) 106 

and incubated on ice with the excess amount of androst-1,4-diene-3,17-dione (ADD) for 107 

approximately 3 hours. Subsequently, the solution was centrifuged at 14 000 g, 4° C for 5 108 

minutes.  Crystallization conditions were screened using MCSG1, MCSG2, MCSG3, Top96, 109 

SuperCOMBI, PurePEGs (Anatrace), Index, Silver Bullets, and PEG/Ion HT (Hampton 110 

Research) with success in the MCSG1 screen.  Crystallization experiments were performed 111 

using the sitting-drop vapour diffusion method by mixing 1:1 screen solution with the protein 112 

solution. Finally, a diffraction-quality crystal grew in 0.1 M HEPES NaOH pH 7.5, 25% (w/v) 113 

PEG 3350 (MCSG1). For XRD experiments, the crystal was cryoprotected by drying over 1 M 114 

NaCl and flash-cooled in liquid nitrogen. 115 

Data collection and analysis 116 

Initial crystallization and structure determination were performed in Minorlab with data 117 

collected in Argonne. Later, a better crystal was used to obtain 1.84 Å diffraction data collected 118 

at a temperature of 100 K on the BESSY 14.1 beamline (Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin, Germany) 119 

using a Dectris PILATUS 6M detector. The data set was recorded at a wavelength of 0.9184 Å. 120 

Data were collected and processed using CrysAlisPro14 and XDS15. The structure solution and 121 

model building were carried out with Phenix (AutoBuild)16 and CCP4 (ARP/wARP, 122 

BUCCANEER)17. The structure was solved by molecular replacement with the structure of R. 123 

erythropolis (PDB: 4C3Y)13 as a search model. The resulting model was then refined with 124 

REFMAC 5.818 and manually rebuilt with WinCOOT 0.8.9.219. The quality of the model was 125 

evaluated using Molprobity20 and the wwPDB Validation Service21. The data were deposited 126 
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in the PDB with PDB code 7P18. The quality of diffraction data and structure refinement is 127 

present in Table S3 (supplementary material).   128 

The structure was further analysed using PyMOL22, Chimera 1.1523, and Discovery Studio 129 

201824. The membrane-associated region was predicted with Orientations of Protein in 130 

Membranes database and PPM 3.0 using the bacterial Gram-negative inner membrane model25. 131 

 132 

Site-directed mutagenesis 133 

The pMCSG7-acmb plasmid26 was used as a template for site-directed mutagenesis introducing 134 

point mutations (Y115F, Y118F, Y363F, Y467F, Y536F, G540P) into the AcmB gene. The 135 

details of the procedure are available in SI. The FAD content in the expressed enzymes was 136 

estimated as the ratio of the spectrophotometrically measured AcmB-FAD concentration (εAcmB 137 

450 nm = 12 094 M–1 cm–1, determined as in27) to the total protein concentration determined 138 

according to the Bradford method14. 139 

Kinetic assays 140 

Stopped-flow spectrophotometric activity assay 141 

The pre-steady state and steady-state kinetics aimed at establishing the kinetic mechanisms 142 

of the enzyme were collected using a stopped-flow spectrophotometer SX20 (Applied 143 

Photophysics). The solutions were treated with argon for several minutes to provide anaerobic 144 

conditions. All reported concentrations are the final values obtained after mixing and diluting 145 

the reactants. All measurements were performed in triplicate. Data were collected using Pro-146 

Data software and processed using OriginPro 2019b software. 147 

 148 

RHR and OHR pH optimum 149 

The pre-steady-state kinetics was used to determine the pH optimum of reductive half-reaction 150 

(RHR) and oxidative half-reaction (OHR) catalysed by AcmB. The following buffers were 151 
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used: 50 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 5% (w/v) glycerol (pH 7.5–8.5) and 50 mM glycine-152 

NaOH, 150 mM NaCl, 5% (w/v) glycerol (pH 9.0–10.0). The enzyme purified with Ni-affinity 153 

chromatography11 was transferred to the respective buffer using Econo-Pac® 10DG desalting 154 

columns (BioRad) according to the instruction manual. Due to the rapid aggregation of the 155 

enzyme at low pH observed under the concentration required for the stopped-flow experiment, 156 

it was impossible to measure the reduction rate below pH 7.5.  157 

For RHR, the FAD reduction was followed at 450 nm at 20°C in the reaction of 9.3 μM of 158 

AcmB with 100 μM progesterone using the buffers described above. In each measurement, one 159 

glass syringe of the stopped-flow instrument was filled with the solution of the steroid dissolved 160 

in EGME (the final concentration of 8%) and buffer solution, while the second one contained 161 

the enzyme solution in the buffer. 162 

In the case of the OHR experiment, the enzyme was first reduced under anaerobic conditions 163 

with a sub-equivalent amount of progesterone (1:0.8), thus avoiding the excess progesterone 164 

that would interfere with the enzyme reoxidation. In each measurement, one glass syringe was 165 

filled with the buffer solution of the reduced AcmB, and the second syringe was filled with the 166 

buffer solution of 2,6-dichloroindophenol (DCPIP) and 2-methoxyethanol (EGME). The 167 

solutions were treated with argon for several minutes before the experiment. The OHR reaction 168 

was followed at 616 nm and 20oC in 50 M DCPIP in 8% EGME with 10 M AcmB in the 169 

buffer solution. The obtained traces were fitted with double exponential functions yielding 170 

eigenvalues λobs.  171 

Kinetic studies 172 

The steady-state kinetic studies leading to establishing the kinetic mechanism were conducted 173 

with stopped-flow according to the previously described methodology27.  The reaction mixture 174 

after mixing in stopped-flow contained 100 mM K2HPO4/KH2PO4 buffer pH 6.5, 52.2 nM of 175 

AcmB with 50% FAD content, 1% isopropyl alcohol (IPA), and varying concentrations of 176 
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DCPIP (0.1−0.3 mM) and progesterone (2.5−50 μM). In order to establish the kinetic 177 

mechanism, the received data were fitted with nonlinear regression to three two-substrate 178 

kinetic models (i.e., sequential ordered bi-bi and random sequential bi-bi and the nonsequential 179 

Ping-Pong bi–bi models). The best model was selected based on statistical parameters (i.e., R2, 180 

χ2, AICc, and errors of estimated constants). 181 

 182 

Activity assay for mutated variants and kinetic isotope effect 183 

The kinetic assays of mutein activities, as well as steady-state values for the direct kinetic 184 

isotope effect, were obtained using a UV-2700 spectrophotometer (Shimadzu) in 0.5 mL quartz 185 

cuvettes with a 10 mm path. The reduction of DCPIP was followed at 700 nm (ε700[pH 6.5] = 4 186 

576 M–1 cm–1 or ε700[pH 8.5] = 5 190 M–1 cm–1) at 30°C. kinetic curves' initial parts (5-10 s). 187 

The specific activities of wild-type AcmB and its mutants were determined in the reaction 188 

that consisted of 0.1 M KH2PO4/K2HPO4 buffer pH 6.5, 200 μM DCPIP, 100 μM androst-4-189 

en-3,17-dione (AD) in IPA (the final concentration of 2%) and 0.15 – 0.42 μM of AcmB. 190 

HPLC activity assay  191 

Activities of muteins were additionally confirmed with HPLC analysis. The reaction mixture 192 

consisted of 0.1 M KH2PO4/K2HPO4 buffer pH 6.5, 400 μM DCPIP, 200 μM AD in IPA (2%) 193 

and 24.6 – 38.9 μM of AcmB. The reactions were carried out in a thermoblock at 30° C and 194 

800 rpm for 30 minutes. The reaction progress was stopped after 30 minutes by mixing the 195 

samples with acetonitrile (1:1), followed by centrifugation at 14 000 g for 5 minutes and 196 

analysis with LC DAD-HPLC (Agilent 1100) according to Wojtkiewicz et al.1. 197 

Kinetic isotope effect 198 

The kinetic isotope effect (KIE) was determined with direct and competition methods. In the 199 

direct approach, the reaction rates were determined in the spectrophotometric activity assay 200 

described above. Measurements were carried out in 100 mM K2HPO4/KH2PO4 pH 6.5 or 50 201 
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mM Tris-HCl pH 8.5 with 200 μM DCPIP, 100 μM (pH 6.5) or 200 μM (pH 8.5) steroid (17-202 

MT, 2,2,4,6,6-d5-17-MT, DHT and 1,16,16,17-d4-DHT) dissolved in dioxane (the final 203 

concentration 1% or 2%, respectively) and 0.17 μM of AcmB. 204 

For the competitive kinetic isotope effect, D(V/K) was measured according to the previously 205 

described protocol28,29. The value of D(V/K) KIE was established based on the fractions of the 206 

converted nondeuterated (x1) and deuterated (x2) substrate according to the formula: 207 

(
𝑉

𝐾
) =

𝑘1
𝑘2

=
𝑙𝑜𝑔(1 − 𝑥1)

𝑙𝑜𝑔(1 − 𝑥2)
 208 

And KIE was established by a nonlinear fit to the reformulated function of x1(x2):  209 

𝑥1𝑙𝑜𝑔(1 − 𝑥2)
𝑘1 𝑘2⁄

 210 

The reaction mixtures consisted of 50 mM K2HPO4/KH2PO4 pH 6.5 or 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 211 

8.5, 100 μM DCPIP, equal 100 μM amounts of substrates and their deuterated homologues (17-212 

MT and 2,2,4,6,6-d5-17-MT or DHT and 1,16,16,17-d4-DHT) in EGME (the final 213 

concentration 2%), and AcmB (1.9 nM for pH 6.5 or 4.7 nM for pH 8.5). The reactions were 214 

carried out in triplicate under anaerobic conditions [98:2 (v/v) N2/H2] at 30° C for 18 min. The 215 

conversion of each substrate was analysed with LC-ESI-MS/MS (Agilent 1290 Infinity System 216 

equipped with an MS Agilent 6460 Triple Quad Detector). The separation was conducted on 217 

the Zorbax Eclipse Plus C18 column (1.8 μm, 2.1 × 50 mm, Agilent Technologies) In the 218 

isocratic mode using ACN/H2O/HCOOH (60:40:0.1 (v/v/v)) mobile phase at 0.4 ml/min flow 219 

rate. The MS signals were collected in the positive single-ion monitoring mode (303.3, 308.3, 220 

301.3, and 305.3 m/z signals for [M + H]+ of 17-MT, 2,2,4,6,6-d5-17-MT, methandienone 221 

(MTD), and 2,4,6,6-d4-MTD, respectively as well as 291.3, 295.3, 289.3, and 292.3 m/z for [M 222 

+ H]+ of DHT, 1,16,16,17-d4-DHT, 1-testosterone (1-TE), and 16,16,17-d3-1-TE, respectively) 223 

see Supporting Information, Table S1 and Figure S2. The quantitation of analytes was 224 

conducted according to a previously established protocol. 225 

 226 
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Bioinformatics and Computational  227 

Phylogenetic tree 228 

For template sequences: KstD1 (WP_020909157) from R. erythropolis SQ1, AcmB 229 

(WP_154715887) and AcmB2 (WP_067169324) from S. denitrificans Chol-1 we run protein 230 

blast using Protein BLAST algorithm (NCBI) for 5000 hits. From alignment, we selected 231 

sequences with >90% query cover and >30% identity from different microorganisms. Selected 232 

sequences together with templates (81 sequences in total) were further aligned using Multiple 233 

Sequence Alignment (Clustal Omega)30. Obtained phylogenetic tree was visualized using 234 

FigTree v1.4.4. The sequence alignment was analysed with Jalview31. 235 

Models setup  236 

The structure of chain A of AcmB in complex with the reaction product (androst-1,4-diene-237 

3,17-dione, ADD) available in the PDB (code 7P18) was used to prepare the model for further 238 

simulations. ADD was replaced by other ketosteroids, i.e., AD, 17-methyltestosterone (17-MT) 239 

or dihydrotestosterone (DHT), with the use of the Kabsch algorithm32. The protonation states 240 

of the titrable amino acids were determined with propKa3.133,34 for pH 6.5. The missing 241 

molecular mechanics (MM) charges for ketosteroids were obtained with Gaussian1635 at the 242 

B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory36. The FAD parameters were taken from RESP ESP charge 243 

DataBase (R.E.DD.B)37. The charge of the protein, ketosteroid, and FAD combined was +1, 244 

which was neutralized by the addition of one Cl– ion. The models were soaked with TIP3P 245 

water molecules in a 94.4 × 78.8 × 78.4 Å3 box.  246 

Molecular dynamics simulations  247 

For all MD simulations, the Amber package with ff03 forcefield was used 38,39. Each model 248 

was first optimized and then heated from 0 to 303 K with the NVT ensemble. Then 100 ps with 249 

NPT conditions were simulated to equilibrate the system. Finally, 60 nanoseconds of molecular 250 
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dynamics simulation with periodic boundary conditions, controlled with a Langevin thermostat 251 

were conducted. A cutoff for nonbonding interactions was set to 8.0 Å. 252 

Binding Free Energy and Interaction Energy 253 

The MM-PBSA algorithm 40 was used to estimate the change of Gibbs free energy of 254 

substrate binding (∆Gb). From each trajectory, two ∆Gb estimates were received: total ∆Gb for 255 

the whole simulation and ∆Gbest estimated for the 5 nanoseconds simulation with the best 256 

geometry parameters of the bound substrate. These results were compared with MM-PBSA 257 

analysis of enzyme: substrate MD simulations of KstD1 from R. erythropolis12, which were 258 

analysed according to the above protocol.  259 

Average interaction energies between the ligand and each amino acid of AcmB were 260 

calculated for the MD simulation fragment related to ΔGbest. Interaction energies were computed 261 

as the difference between the energy of the ligand-amino acid pair and the sum of energies for 262 

the separated ligand and residue. 263 

 264 

QM/MM MD simulations  265 

QM/MM modelling was performed with three different substrates: AD, 17-MT, and DHT. 266 

The first one was used not only with wild type of AcmB but also with mutants (Y118F, Y115F, 267 

Y467F, Y536F) in order to match the kinetic experiments (Figure S3). All of the models were 268 

treated according to the procedure described below. 269 

The QM layer consisted of the steroid substrate, Y363, and the FAD fragment (similarly to 270 

our last study27), while other residues were treated with the AMBER forcefield as implemented 271 

in fDynamo library41,42. The positions of residues beyond 20 Å from the substrate were fixed. 272 

Two antisymmetric combinations of distances were selected as reaction coordinates to describe 273 

the transfer of both hydrogen atoms: rC2H-rOH (proton abstraction) and rC1H-rNH (hydride 274 

transfer). One-dimensional potential energy scans were performed to generate the initial 275 
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structures for QM/MM MD simulations. The reaction was studied with the umbrella sampling 276 

method43, at each window of simulation a parabolic penalty potential was added with a force 277 

constant of 2500 kJ/Å2 mol. One QM/MM MD simulation consisted of 5 ps of system 278 

relaxation, and then 20 ps of simulation, results of which were used for further analysis. The 279 

weighted histogram analysis method44 was used to combine the QM/MM MD results into a 280 

distribution function. QM/MM MD simulations were run at the AM1/AMBER level of theory45. 281 

The obtained profiles were corrected with the energy spline function defined in terms of 282 

interpolated corrections46–48. Single point calculations were performed at B3LYP/6-283 

311++G(2d,2p)/AMBER level of theory, for geometries used for initial structures for QM/MM 284 

MD simulations. After that, stationary state structures were optimized with the Baker 285 

algorithm49 and using the micro-macro iteration scheme50 at AM1/AMBER and B3LYP/6-286 

31G(d,p)/AMBER levels of theory. Every optimized structure was verified by calculating the 287 

Hessian and checking the number of imaginary frequencies. Kinetic isotope effects (KIEs) for 288 

DHT and 17-MT were calculated from the definition of the free energy of a state51. For each of 289 

the stationary states, E:S, TS1, E:I, and TS2, three structures were optimized. Then KIEs for 290 

every elementary step were calculated as described elsewhere 52,53. 291 

 292 

RESULTS 293 

Bioinformatic analysis 294 

We have performed an exhaustive analysis of KstD sequences based on multiple sequence 295 

alignment. We selected 83 sequences from a diverse set of organisms from over 5000 retrieved 296 

sequences that exhibited >90% query cover and >30% identity with respect to KstD1 297 

(WP_020909157) from R. erythropolis SQ1, AcmB (WP_154715887), and AcmB2 298 

(WP_067169324) from S. denitrificans (see Supplementary Information). The phylogenetic 299 

analysis showed that the analysed sequences can be divided into five general clades, which we 300 
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named after representative KstDs with characterized substrate specificity such as ReKstD1-like 301 

from R. erythropolis, PsKstD3-like, PsKstD4-like from Pimelobacter simplex, and finally 302 

AcmB-like and AcmB2-like from S. denitrificans (Figure S4, Table S2).  303 

KstDs with shorter sequences lacking the 'loop' aggregated solely into ReKstD1-like clade 304 

which contained mostly actinobacteria such as KstD from Mycobacterium spp.54, KstD1 from 305 

R. ruber Chol-455, and P. simplex KstD2, and KstD410. The two clades represented by P. 306 

simplex, PsKstD3-like and PsKstD5-like, contained several well-characterized 307 

dehydrogenases, such as KstD4 from M. smegmatis56, and several enzymes from Rhodococcus 308 

spp., P. simplex, Streptomyces flavovariabilis and Nocardia nova. Both clades were composed 309 

of KstDs from actinobacteria with rare examples of proteobacteria. Meanwhile, in clades 310 

AcmB- and AcmB2-like we could not identify any other biochemically characterized enzymes. 311 

The AcmB-like clade was mostly composed of sequences from proteobacteria, while in the case 312 

of the AcmB2-like clade, we identified numerous members of actinobacteria and less numerous 313 

firmicutes and proteobacteria. Interestingly, the KstD2 from Mycobacterium smegmatis was 314 

classified as a phylogenetically different sequence indicating the existence of yet another 315 

phylogenetic clade that was not represented by our selection of sequences. 316 

Remarkably, if the same analysis is conducted only for the 'loop' region, we obtain a very 317 

similar phylogenetic tree (Figure S4). This indicates that the loop region is an important 318 

determinant of KstDs sequence diversity.  319 
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 320 

Figure 2. Phylogenetic analysis of the KstDs from Sterolibacterium denitrificans and 321 

representative orthologues in other species. The tree was rooted to 4-KstD from Rhodoccocus 322 

josti 57. The scale length was set as 0.04; the asterisk marks enzymes with identified activity; 323 

KstDs in frames indicate enzymes representative of the clade with characterized structure or 324 

substrate specificity. Gray rim indicates sequences with an additional 'loop'.  325 

AcmB crystal structure 326 

In the course of the crystallization experiments, a single yellow crystal of wild-type AcmB 327 

was obtained in trigonal form with two molecules in the asymmetric unit (ASU), denoted as 328 

chains A and B in the PDB structure. Although a few hydrogen bonding interactions exist 329 
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between the molecules, the size exclusion chromatography experiments and atomic force 330 

microscopy imaging26 showed that AcmB occurs as a monomer in solution (Figure S5). The 331 

high similarity of monomers A and B was proved by the low value of r.m.s deviations for Cα 332 

atoms (0.174 Å). The subtle differences between chains A and B are correlated with the 333 

different number of bound ligands. Analysis of the crystal structure proved that a FAD molecule 334 

is present in both monomers, while an ADD ligand occupies the active site of molecule A. The 335 

electron density maps have very good quality for almost the entire protein molecules, except 336 

for short disordered regions at the N-terminus of both monomers (MSI of A and MSIE of B), 337 

as well as for side chains of a few residues (L194A, M180B, L194B and L198B). Those regions 338 

were excluded from the refinement. Data collection and refinement statistics are summarized 339 

in Table S3. 340 

Overall structure 341 

The AcmB has an α/β fold formed by three tightly packed domains. The molecule has an 342 

elongated shape with dimensions of 52 x 55 x 72 Å3, its volume equals 69445 Å3 and a surface 343 

area of 21035 Å2. The overall architecture is very similar to KstD1 with a RMS deviation of 344 

0.927 Å calculated for Cα. The largest, FAD-binding domain comprises helices H2–H5, H10–345 

H13 and H21–H22 (Figure 3A). This domain also contains three β-sheets: the largest one, 346 

antiparallel β-sheet A (B1–B2, B10–B13 and B23), antiparallel β-sheet B (B3–B5) and small 347 

two-stranded β-sheet E (B14–B21). The second catalytic domain (A320–T498) consists of a 348 

six-stranded antiparallel β-sheet F (strands B15-B20) located in the core of the molecule 349 

decorated with seven helices (H14–H20). The third domain (Y153–R204) comprises a unique 350 

part, not observed in the KstD1 structure, which we believe serves as a region responsible for 351 

the association of the enzyme to the cell membrane.  352 

Putative membrane-associated domain  353 
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Initially, we expected that the fragment Y153–R204 would be disordered since this region is 354 

missing in homologous proteins of microbial origin and our homologous modelling did not 355 

predict any secondary structure elements in the long loop26. However, our structural data 356 

showed for the first time that the domain Y153–R204 of AcmB not only forms secondary 357 

structures but also closes around the product, further tightening its binding (Figure 3E). The 358 

domain is composed of four helices (H6–H9) together with an antiparallel β-sheet D (B7–B8). 359 

The hypothesis on the function of this domain was corroborated by the prediction of membrane-360 

embedded residues of 178–198 (H8 and H9) by the PPM 3.0 server (Figures 3C and S6). The 361 

predictor classified AcmB as a peripheral protein with Gtransfer of -12 kcal/mol. This important 362 

difference from KstD1 may also result in the concomitant stabilization of the ligands (see 363 

below). As a result, we named the Y153–R204 fragment the putative membrane-associated 364 

domain. 365 

AcmB is an amphipathic protein located in the cytoplasm or periplasmic space, and it binds 366 

to the cytoplasmic membrane through weak dispersion interactions9,26. We also observed a high 367 

aggregation tendency of AcmB, which was not reported in the case of KstD126. Thus, it could 368 

be hypothesized that an additional domain is responsible for anchoring the protein to the 369 

bacterial cytoplasmic membrane. Probably, the binding of the protein to the membrane occurs 370 

through a longer amphipathic α-helix (H9) (Figure S5A). Since helix H9 is parallel to the lipid 371 

bilayer, its hydrophobic part is separated from the water environment, whereas the polar surface 372 

of the helix interacts with the water phase and negatively charged phosphoryl groups, the 373 

membrane-associated domain can penetrate the area of polar bilayer groups. Such an orientation 374 

of the enzyme would also locate the active site near the membrane allowing steroids to dissolve 375 

in it. The association of proteins with the membrane is quite common among steroid-376 

transforming enzymes such as cholesterol oxidase58.  377 
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Furthermore, the analysis of the B factors and our MD modelling showed that the membrane-378 

associated domain is the most flexible and mobile element of the structure of AcmB (Figures 379 

S6B and S7). These facts indicate that this domain or a part of it could function as a lid that 380 

closes the active site after the substrate binds to the protein. However, unequivocal confirmation 381 

of this hypothesis would require the determination of apo-enzyme structure. 382 

 383 

To better understand the role of the unique domain Y153–R204, the surface of the protein was 384 

analysed in terms of its electrostatic potential. In Figure S8, the surface of AcmB is shown with 385 

the positively charged amino acids (arginine, lysine, and histidine) marked in blue, and the 386 

negatively charged amino acid residues (aspartic acid, glutamic acid) are coloured red. The 387 

highest concentration of positively charged amino acids is observed within the putative 388 

membrane-associated domain (marked with a black dashed line). This observation further 389 

supports the suggested role of domain Y153–T204 in the interaction with the lipid bilayer of 390 

membranes.  391 

FAD-binding Site 392 

The FAD-binding domain comprises regions E4–A152, K205–W319, and K499–K561 (Figure 393 

3A) and presents a conserved fold previously observed in KstD1. The main part of the FAD-394 

binding domain adopts the super-secondary structure, the characteristic of the Rossmann fold 395 

(Figure S9). Its arrangement differs from a basic topology and it is a typical variation of the 396 

fold noticed for dehydrogenases59. The fold that binds dinucleotides such as FAD involves two 397 

Rossmann binding motifs, which typically form a six-stranded parallel β-sheet flanked by α-398 

helices. As was observed in KstD1, the first half of the Rossmann fold in AcmB (B1-H1-B2-399 

B10-B10) is very similar to the basic topology, while the second half (B13-B13-B23-H22) is 400 

slightly different from the basic arrangements since the third β-strand is not present. Besides 401 

the missing β-strand, the variation of the fold observed for dehydrogenases includes a three-402 

stranded β-meander (B11-B12 and part of B13) connecting two halves of the Rossmann fold, 403 
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instead of the crossover α-helix, as in AcmB structure. In addition to the Rossmann fold, the 404 

FAD-binding domain is decorated with several secondary structure elements. 405 

 406 

 407 

Figure 3. A) Topology of AcmB chain A and its overall structure; residues involved in FAD 408 

coordination are marked as yellow circles, residues involved in catalysis are marked by purple 409 
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triangles; B) AcmB active site with catalytically crucial residues, FAD in yellow, ADD in 410 

orange; C) alignment of AcmB at the membrane; D) overall fold of AcmB molecule with FAD-411 

binding domain (green), putative membrane-associated domain (grey) and catalytic domain 412 

(red); E) entrance to AcmB active site, and F) entrance to the active site of KstD1.  413 

 414 

 415 

Due to the numerous insertions within the previously described Rossmann motif (especially 416 

between B2 and H10), it can be concluded that AcmB belongs to the GR2 subfamily of the 417 

structural family of glutathione reductase (GR). The aforementioned insertions make alignment 418 

of the amino acid sequence possible only for the first 30 amino acid residues from the N-419 

terminus. The most conserved structural motif of the GR family is the sequence 420 

xhxhGxGxxGxxxhxxh(x)8hxhE(D) (where x is any amino acid and h is a hydrophobic amino 421 

acid), which is part of the Rossmann fold and located at the N-terminal part of the protein59. 422 

The main differences between the basic version of the analysed fragment and both known KstD 423 

structures are the presence of alanine residue instead of glycine residue at the position of the 424 

third conserved glycine and the number of amino acids between the two hydrophobic amino 425 

acids in the final part of the sequence, which is seven for AcmB 426 

(xhxhGxGxxAxxxhxxh(x)7hxhE(D): 10VIVVGSGAGAMLAAARAHDLGLSVLVVE37). 427 

This fragment forms the initial region of the Rossmann motif (B1-H1-B2) (Figure S9). There 428 

are hydrophobic interactions between α-helix and β-sheets. The negatively charged, conserved 429 

glutamic acid residue that terminates the motif (E37) forms hydrogen bonds with the hydroxyl 430 

groups of adenosine monophosphate ribose. The FAD coenzyme in an extended conformation 431 

occupies the elongated cavity of the largest domain (Figure 3D and S10A). The adenine end of 432 

the cofactor reaches the floor of the cavity formed by H13, B2, and B11. The planar 433 

isoalloxazine ring binds at the edge of the FAD-binding domain and reaches the catalytic 434 

domain. Similar to the position revealed by the KstD1 structure, the isoalloxazine ring interacts 435 

with the H2/B3 loop of the FAD-binding domain and the catalytic domain. The observed yellow 436 

colour of the crystals suggests the presence of noncovalently bound FAD in an oxidized state. 437 
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The FAD molecule is stabilized at the active site by a network of hydrogen bonds formed by 438 

residues: E37, K38, T45, S46, G50, A52, F233, N299, D302, N526, T542, and L543, as shown 439 

in Figure S10A. Analysis of AcmB-FAD interactions also reveals numerous interactions of the 440 

π-alkyl (V13, K38, I496, F338), π-sigma (A270, L543), and alkyl-alkyl (A294, I496).  441 

 442 

The active site of AcmB 443 

The active site of the AcmB binds the flavin part of the FAD and the 3-ketosteroid (here ADD 444 

product) and is located in the area of contact of all three domains. Figure S10 shows that most 445 

of the amino acids surrounding ADD are non-polar. The axial methyl groups on C10 and C13 446 

carbons face the catalytic domain, and the sterane A ring is almost parallel to isoalloxazine 447 

(Figure 3B). The active site contains six conserved tyrosine residues: Y115, Y118, and Y536 448 

from the FAD-binding domain as well as Y363, Y466, and Y467 from the catalytic domain. 449 

Similar to the active site of KstD1 from R. erythropolis, Y363 is positioned close to the C2 450 

atom of the steroid, and we assume it is in the tyrosyl anion form. In this form, it can act as a 451 

catalytic base during substrate activation (see below). Y363 is accompanied by Y118, which, 452 

based on the short distance of their tyrosyl O atoms (2.8Å), forms an H-bond with Y363. The 453 

Y536 hydroxyl and the G540 NH of the peptide bond form hydrogen bonds with carbonyl 454 

oxygen at carbon C3 of ADD (Figure 3B). Additionally, the steroid core forms π-alkyl or alkyl-455 

alkyl interactions with the amino acids A52, F338, Y363, and A539.  456 

These three tyrosines (Y363, Y118, and Y536) are directly involved in catalysis and are 457 

connected via water (HOH701) with a proton relay system composed of Y115, Y467, and 458 

Y466. Our bioinformatic analysis showed that these six tyrosines are highly conserved in the 459 

majority of the analysed KstD sequences (65%), while the second most common motif consists 460 

of only catalytic tyrosines (Y118, Y367, and Y536) encountered in 24% of the 82 analysed 461 

sequences (Figure S3 and Table S2). This type of active site organization without an extended 462 

proton relay system is present in the other known structure of KstD1 (Figure S11).  463 
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AcmB kinetic mechanism 464 

Kinetic experiments have confirmed that the reaction catalysed by AcmB proceeds according 465 

to Ping-Pong bi-bi mechanisms, as recently reported by us for KstD1 from R. erythropolis27. 466 

AcmB exhibited a high affinity for progesterone with KmA value of 4.4 ± 0.3 μM and a 20-fold 467 

lower affinity for DCPIP (KmB 79.3 ± 6.9 μM). These data are consistent with the apparent 468 

kinetic parameters reported previously11. The established Vmax of the enzyme was 33.4 ± 1 μM 469 

min–1, which corresponds to kcat of 21.3 s–1. 470 

pH optimum of the half-reactions 471 

Under the Ping-Pong bi-bi mechanism, it is possible to independently study the kinetics of 472 

reductive half-reaction (RHR), i.e., binding of the steroid substrate to the enzyme active site, 473 

oxidation and reduction of the enzyme's FAD followed by the release of the product, and 474 

oxidative half-reaction (OHR), i.e., binding of DCPIP to the active site, oxidation of FADH– to 475 

FAD and release of the reduced DCPIPH2. Therefore, we employed pre-steady-state kinetics to 476 

investigate the pH dependence of both RHR and OHR. The aim was to explain our previous 477 

observation that the enzyme exhibits two reaction pH optima; one at pH 6.5 when the reaction 478 

was conducted with DCPIP and the second at pH 8.5 when the reaction was conducted with 479 

PMS or PMS and DCPIP11. Initially, we hypothesized that under acidic conditions, the reaction 480 

catalysed by AcmB might proceed according to a different mechanism from that of the other 481 

KstDs. However, later on, we suspected that it is the sluggish OHR that is responsible for the 482 

observed pH optimum of the steady-state reaction.  483 

To test that, we have examined the pH dependence of RHR and OHR in the range of 7.5–484 

10.0. The kinetic curves were fitted with a double exponential model yielding two eigenvalues 485 

λ1 and λ2 (Figure 4). For the RHR, the λ1 was in the range of 100 to 130 s–1 with a slight optimum 486 

at pH 9.0, while λ2 was in the range of 0–20 s–1 and was linearly decreasing from pH 7.5 to 487 

10.0. In the OHR reaction with DCPIP, the observed eigenvalues were much lower than those 488 
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observed for RHR and the highest λ1 was observed at 7.5, indicating the pH optimum at lower 489 

pH values, which were unfortunately beyond the experimentally accessible range due to the 490 

rapid aggregation of the enzyme.  491 

 492 

Figure 4. pH optima of A) reductive half-reaction (RHR, AcmBox+AD) and B) oxidative half-

reaction (OHR, AcmBred+DCPIP) of AcmB obtained in pre-steady-state kinetics. λ1 and λ2 

represent eigenvalues of the double exponential model used to fit the observed kinetics. The 

error bars represent the standard deviation of the experiment.  

 493 

Substrate specificity  494 

Recently we have reported that the kinetics of AcmB point to cholest-4-en-3-one (CHON) as 495 

a native substrate12. AcmB differs from KstD1 by the presence of a 40 amino acid fragment 496 

(153–204) that was formerly referred to as a 'loop' but that in fact, forms a putative membrane-497 

associated domain at the entrance of the active site (Figures 3E and F). Besides anchoring 498 

AcmB to the membrane and positioning the active site entrance toward it, this domain seems to 499 

be involved in the binding of substrates with extended C17 substituents, which stick out of the 500 

KstD1 active site. We assume that the presence of this fragment may be responsible for the 501 

unique substrate specificity of AcmB with respect to enzymes devoid of this sequence. To check 502 

this hypothesis, we decided to conduct a series of MD simulations and estimate the free energy 503 

of binding for AcmB:steroid complexes, as well as calculate the interaction energies of 504 

substrates with the whole protein and membrane-associated domain (Table 1). 505 
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Theoretical predictions of ∆Gb obtained for AcmB turned out to be similar to those published 506 

for KstD112 (Table S4–S6). The estimated free energy of binding for the effective enzyme-507 

substrate complexes (G) for all analysed substrates ranged between -10 and -3.4 kcal/mol 508 

(Table S4), but the Gs of the substrates with a degraded C17 substituent were in the range of 509 

-7.6 to -3.7 kcal/mol. The best-bound substrate turned out to be cholest-4-en-3-one (-10 510 

kcal/mol), while diosgenone was bound only with G of –3.4 kcal/mol. The ΔGbest calculated 511 

for the 5 nanoseconds of the best E:S geometries led to similar conclusions (range from -8.7 to 512 

-6.1 kcal/mol, -12.4 kcal/mol for CHON). The analogical analysis conducted for the KstD1 513 

from R. erythropolis yielded values of Gb in the range of -9.3 to -3.8 kcal/mol. Cholest-4-en-514 

3-one was not different from other substrates (Gb of -6.3 kcal/mol), but diosgenon exhibited 515 

better stabilization than for AcmB (-5.8 kcal/mol). These results confirm the preferential 516 

binding of cholest-4-en-3-one by the enzyme with an additional 'loop' and explain the better 517 

apparent activity of KstD1 with diosgenone compared to AcmB12. This result also suggests that 518 

the membrane-associated domain plays a role in the differentiation of substrates with extended 519 

C17 substituent (i.e., preferential binding of CHON over DSG). 520 

Similarly, substrates with short C17 substituents had average interaction energy with 521 

membrane-associated domain in the range of -11.1 to -4.5 kcal/mol, while for cholest-4-en-3-522 

one and diosgenone -15.7 and -13.5 kcal/mol, respectively (Figure S12). Accordingly, the 523 

interaction with the whole protein was in the range of -53 to -40 kcal/mol, except for cholest-524 

4-en-3-one and diosgenone, for which it was approximately -60 kcal/mol. Closer analysis 525 

indicates that the beginning of the membrane-associated domain is primarily responsible for 526 

the stabilization of the substrates. The T156 universally stabilizes both smaller and bigger 527 

substrates, while the hydrophobic residues between M164 and A169 are involved in the 528 

stabilization of substrates with extended C17 substituents. These results suggest that the 529 
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membrane-associated domain is involved in the stabilization of the enzyme complexes with 530 

bigger substrates. 531 

 532 

Table 1 The estimated free energy of the binding (Gb) of ketosteroids to the AcmB active site 533 

and average interaction energies (IE) between different substrates and AcmB or the membrane-534 

associated. 535 

Substrate Total ∆Gb 

[kcal/mol] 

∆Gbest 

[kcal/mol] 

IE [kcal/mol]  IE with res. 

153–204 

[kcal/mol]  

Androst-4-en-3,17-

dione (AD) 

-4.1±0.2 -6.1 ± 0.1 -40.1±0.2 -4.93±0.05 

Cholest-4-en-3-one 

(CHON) 

-10.0 ± 0.3 -12.4± 0.1 -61.4±0.2 -15.68±0.08 

Dihydrotestosterone 

(DHT) 

-6.6±0.1 -7.0±0.1 -41.9±0.1 -10.63±0.06 

Progesterone (PRG) -6.3±0.2 -7.3±0.1 -42.0±0.2 -7.95±0.04 

17-methyltestosterone 

(17-MT)  

-7.6±0.1 -8.7±0.1 -46.3±0.2 -4.53±0.04 

Testosterone propionate 

(TP) 

-4.9±0.3 -7.1±0.1 -49.2±0.2 -10.02±0.07 

6-Dehydrotestosterone 

acetate (6-DHA) 

-3.8±0.5 -7.2±0.1 -53.4±0.2 -11.10±0.07 

Diosgenone (DGN) -3.4±0.3 -5.7±0.2 -60.0±0.2 -13.48±0.07 

 536 

The most important interaction inside the binding site (Figure S13) is between the 3-keto 537 

group of the substrates and Y536 and G540, which form H-bond interactions (i.e., in the range 538 

of -6.4 to -2.4 kcal/mol) as well as via hydrophobic interactions F338 and A539. Interestingly, 539 

due to the lack of a double bond in ring A and the different position of the 3-keto group, DHT 540 

exhibits a different binding pattern, forming effective H-bond interaction only with G540 (IE 541 

-3.24 kcal/mol). The distance between the C3=O atom and H atom of the Y536 hydroxy 542 
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group is significantly longer in the case of DHT compared to the native substrate CHON 543 

(median of 3.48 Å vs 2.94 Å, respectively).  544 

 545 

Reaction mechanism  546 

 547 

Figure 5. The scheme of mechanism for the reaction catalysed by AcmB. 548 

The modelling revealed that the reaction mechanism catalysed by AcmB proceeds according 549 

to the classical mechanism postulated in the literature and was recently confirmed by our 550 

calculations for KstD1 from R. erythropolis27 (Figure 5). The enzyme binds a steroid substrate 551 

(E:S) so its ring A is positioned almost parallel to the isoalloxazine ring system of FAD. Y536 552 

and G540 form H-bond interactions with the 3-keto group of the substrate, while the 553 

deprotonated Y363 is positioned in close vicinity (1.9–2.2 Å) to the 2βH atom, prepared to 554 

deprotonate the substrate (Figs. S13). Y363 forms a direct H-bond interaction with Y118, which 555 

seems to be stabilizing its tyrosyl form. The Y363–Y118 tandem is connected via water to four 556 

other tyrosines (Y115, Y463, Y466, and Y467) that provide H-bonding interactions for several 557 

water molecules (Figure S14). These tyrosines, together with water molecules, form a proton 558 

relay that enabless the proton's swift transfer from the active site to the solvent. The water 559 

molecule connecting the Y363–Y118 tandem with the proton relay system is not only present 560 

in the crystal structure (HOH701 in chain A) but its position is also stable during most of the 561 

MD simulations. 562 
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In the first step of the reaction (TS1), the hydrogen atom from the C2 position is abstracted 563 

by a tyrosyl anion (Y363), which results in the formation of an enolate intermediate product 564 

E:I, as indicated by the shortening of the C2–C3 bond from 1.5Å in E:S to 1.38Å in E:I. At 565 

this point, the hydrogen bond network reorganizes, as Y363 and Y118 join the Y536 in H-bond 566 

stabilization of the negative charge at the 3-keto group of the steroid enolate. In the second step 567 

(TS2), a hydride anion from the 1C position is transferred to the N5 atom of FAD yielding 568 

reduced FADH- and 1-dehydro product (E:P). The stationary states of the pathway are 569 

presented in Figure S15. 570 

As in our previous calculations for KstD127, both barriers are of similar height (13.5 and 15.6 571 

kcal/mol), with TS1 slightly lower (2.3 kcal/mol) than TS2 (Table 2, Figure S18). The E:I is 572 

very well stabilized (2.7 kcal/mol), and the final product E:P is exergonic (-9.2 kcal/mol). 573 

The modelling showed that the energy profile for AD is very similar to that of 17-MT (Figure 574 

S20). This was expected because the only structural difference between AD and 17-MT 575 

(substitution of C17) is pointed toward the entrance to the active site (Figure S16). However, 576 

in the case of DHT, which has no double bond in ring A, we observed an elevation of both 577 

barriers and energy of E:I by approx. 3 kcal/mol. The saturated A ring of the substrate results 578 

in a slightly later TS1 and an earlier TS2 compared to the geometries obtained with AD (Figures 579 

S17 and S20) and higher charge separation in the E:I. These results are consistent with our 580 

steady-state kinetic experiments, which yielded respectively 71% and 19% specific activity of 581 

AcmB with 17-MT and DHT with respect to AD (Table 2). Interestingly, we obtained the best 582 

PES for AcmB native substrate (Fig. S20), CHON. The C-H activation was very similar to AD 583 

(Fig. S18), yielding only a slightly lower barrier (12.8 kcal/mol). However, the hydride transfer 584 

to FAD proceeds with a barrier of only 14.1 kcal/mol. This result suggests that the RHR for 585 

CHON should proceed with the highest rate of all investigated substrates. Unfortunately, due 586 
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to the low water solubility of CHON, it was not possible to directly compare the AcmB 587 

dehydrogenation rate of CHON and AD12.  588 

It was also observed that 1,2-dehydrogenation can proceed even if a 2 position is substituted 589 

by a hydroxy group60. This suggested that 3-ketosteroid can also be activated by an abstraction 590 

of the equatorial 2H atom by Y363. We decided to test if such activation yields a kinetically 591 

accessible energy profile. To abstract the 2H atom, Y363 has to break the H-bond with Y118, 592 

which in turn forms an H-bond with the 3-keto group (Figure S15). Despite the increased 593 

nucleophilic character of the tyrosyl ion, the TS1 is reached at the later stage and the barrier is 594 

higher by 3 kcal/mol compared to the barrier of 2βH and also higher than the barrier of hydride 595 

transfer (Figure S18). This demonstrates that although the enzyme has a preference for the 596 

abstraction of the axial 2βH, the enantioselectivity is not obligatory.  597 

 598 

Table 2. Free Energy Barriers (G⧧ in kcal/mol) for reactions catalysed by AcmB with 17-MT, 599 

DHT and AD and its mutants in reaction with AD as well as experimental relative specific 600 

activities (rSA) with respect to reaction conducted with WT enzyme and AD at pH 6.5 with 601 

DCPIP.  602 

AcmB variant Substrate TS1 I TS2 P rSA [%] 

WT 2H  AD 13.2 2.7 15.5 -9.2 100 

WT 2αH  AD 16.3 2.7 15.5 -9.2 - 

WT  17-MT 13.6 2.8 15.6 -9.2 71 

WT  DHT 16.5 5.9 19.0 -10.4 19 

WT CHON 12.8 2.8 14.1 -9.5 n.d.* 

Y118F AD 10.8 4.7 21.6 -1.4 Trace 

Y115F AD 12.2 5.2 18.9 -0.9 32 

Y467F AD 14.0 5.3 16.7 -6.1 58 
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Y536F AD 9.9 9.4 28.7 2.4 0.6 

Y363F AD - - - - 0 

* Activity assay required the addition of cyclodextrin, which makes it incomparable to the 603 

assay without one 12.  604 

Effect of mutations 605 

As expected, the Y363F mutation of AcmB that eliminates the tyrosyl residue from the active 606 

site renders the enzyme completely inactive (Tables 3 and S7). The second most severe 607 

mutation is Y118F, which interrupts the H-bond with Y363. We were not able to determine the 608 

activity of the mutant enzyme in a spectrophotometric assay, but we detected the product after 609 

overnight incubation. The QM/MM modelling (Figure S22 and S25) showed that the Y118F 610 

mutation facilitates proton removal from the substrate (TS1 lowered by 2.3 kcal/mol), but the 611 

enolate intermediate is less stable and the barrier of the hydride transfer is increased by 6.1 612 

kcal/mol. This can be explained by an increased nucleophilic character of the Y363 ion which 613 

is not moderated by the H-bond with Y118, as depicted by a much lower charge on the Y363 614 

oxygen atom in Y118F vs. WT enzyme (qAPT -0.9 vs -0.46, respectively). However, the lack of 615 

an additional H-bond with Y118 and enolic intermediate's 3-keto group results in increased 616 

energy of E:I and TS2, due to worse enolate stabilization (i.e. higher charge of O atom bound 617 

to C3 and at C2 atom in Y118F than in the WT).  618 

Mutation of the Y536 also has a severe impact on enzyme activity (0.6% of the WT). In our 619 

modelling, G540 took over the role of Y536 in the stabilization of substrate binding, forming 620 

an H-bond with a 3-keto group (d(C3=O---HN-G540 is 2.1 Å, Figure S24). The position of the 621 

substrate was very similar to the WT and the proton abstraction turned out to be very easy (TS1 622 

of 9.85 kcal/mol, Figure S25). However, upon deprotonation, the conformation of the ring A in 623 

the substrate changed, shifting the C3=O group away from G540 and breaking the H-bond. As 624 

a result, only two tyrosine residues are involved in the interaction with enolate resulting in a 625 
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small stabilization of the intermediate (by 0.35 kcal/mol) and difficult hydride transfer (TS2 35 626 

kcal/mol).  627 

Furthermore, we have assessed mutations of the tyrosines involved in the proton relay using 628 

Y115F and Y467F mutants (Figures S21 and S23). These variants exhibited decreased specific 629 

activities of 32 and 58% with respect to the WT enzyme. These mutations practically did not 630 

change the height of the TS1 barrier (differences within 1 kcal/mol) but lowered the 631 

stabilization of E:I by 2.6 kcal/mol and slightly increased the energy of TS2 (1.1 – 3.4 632 

kcal/mol). This effect may be associated with the decreased polarity of the active site upon 633 

substitution of the tyrosine residue by phenylalanine and with partial disruption of the proton 634 

relay system, which utilizes both Y115 and Y467 (Figure S14). 635 

Finally, we studied the mutation G540P, which aimed at removing the auxiliary H-bond 636 

between the main chain amino group and the 3-keto group of the substrate. However, structural 637 

interference introduced by the proline resulted in misfolding of the enzyme. Despite that, we 638 

were still able to detect trace activity after overnight incubation of the enzyme with the 639 

substrate. Unfortunately, we had to assume that the introduced mutation resulted in a severe 640 

change in the protein structure, which does not allow for the modelling of this effect nor gives 641 

any insight into the structure of the E:S complex.  642 

 643 

Kinetic Isotope Effect 644 

To gain better insight into the reaction mechanism catalysed by AcmB, we decided to 645 

determine the kinetic isotope effect at pH 6.5 and 8.5 (Table 3). We applied two methods: i) a 646 

direct method that compared enzyme activities with the unlabelled or labelled substrates 647 

measured independently under steady-state and substrate saturation conditions and ii) a 648 

competitive method where the equimolar mixture of the unlabelled and labelled substrate was 649 

converted by the enzyme while we analysed the composition of the product with LC-MS 650 
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(Figure S25).  The former method yields a ratio of kcat in steady-state which is dependent on 651 

both substrate oxidation and enzyme reoxidation, while the latter method also takes into account 652 

the differences in Km of the substrate isotopologues yielding 𝐷 (
𝑉

𝐾
). We observed a very small 653 

KIE at pH 6.5 regardless of the substitution position (1.05 and 1.17 respectively for substrate 654 

deuterated at C1 and C2, Fig. S26). At pH 8.5, the observed KIE for C1 substituted substrate 655 

turned out to be slightly higher (1.33) compared to the C2 substituted substrate (1.06). The 656 

competitive experiments yielded D(V/K) values slightly higher but still in the range of only 1.2–657 

1.5.  658 

 659 

 660 

Table 3. Results of the experimental kinetic isotope effect obtained for C1-substituted DHT 661 

and C2-substituted 17-MT. 662 

Method Direct method  Competitive method 

Deuterated atom C1  

1,16,16,17-d4-

DHT 

C2 

2,2,4,6,6-d5-17-

MT 

C1  

1,16,16,17-d4-

DHT 

C2 

2,2,4,6,6-d5-17-

MT 

pH 6.5 1.05 ± 0.04 1.17 ± 0.02 1.50 ± 0.02 1.21 ± 0.01 

pH 8.5 1.33 ± 0.08 1.06 ± 0.03 1.23 ± 0.02 1.28 ± 0.01 

 663 

The experimental results on KIE were confronted with the modelling and theoretical prediction 664 

of intrinsic KIE associated with particular molecular steps, as well as the overall KIE associated 665 

with the RHR process estimated with the use of free energy barriers and the Eyring equation61 666 

(Tables S8-S10).  667 

In the case of 2,2,4,6,6-d5-17-MT, we predicted a high KIE (Tables S8-S10) associated with 668 

the deprotonation of the C2 atom (S→TS1, 5.3±0.19) and a transition from the intermediate 669 

back to the substrate (I→TS1, 3.55±0.20), as well as an inverse KIE resulting from hydride 670 

transfer (I→TS2, 0.7±0.03).  671 
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For C1 substituted 1,16,16,17-d4-DHT, calculations suggest a high value of KIE for the 672 

hydride transfer (I→TS2, 4.23±0.03) and a much lower one (close to unity) for the other effects 673 

associated with the deprotonation at C2. The overall KIE for the whole RHR estimated with 1 674 

kcal/mol accuracy turned out to be in the range of 1.07–2.14 for C2 substituted 17-MT and 675 

4.42–4.96 for C1 substituted DHT. These results indicate that the experimentally observed 676 

kinetics is limited by some other process not associated with RHR, as KIE although still 677 

noticeable, is severely decreased.  678 

 679 

DISCUSSION 680 

The analysis of AcmB crystal structure reveals that its structure is similar to that reported 681 

previously for KstD1 from R. erythropolis, with the exception of a 40-amino acid long 682 

membrane-associated domain that is localized in close vicinity of the active site previously 683 

referred to as the 'loop'. Helix 8 and 9 of this domain exhibit amphipathic character enabling its 684 

anchoring to the membrane. Theoretical prediction indicates that such anchoring positions the 685 

enzyme active site oriented toward the membrane surface, which may facilitate the formation 686 

of the enzyme-substrate complex even with highly hydrophobic steroids. This domain also 687 

narrows the entrance to the active site and strongly interacts with the extended alkyl sidechain 688 

in cholest-4-en-3-one, a native substrate of AcmB12. Prediction of Gbinding and the energy of 689 

interaction supports this hypothesis, especially compared to the results calculated for KstD1, 690 

which lacks preference for binding cholest-4-en-3-one over steroids with degraded C17 691 

substituent. The presence of a loop within the active centre of KstD1 that may affect the 692 

enzyme-catalysed reactions was previously reported for several homologous models by Luo et 693 

al10. The long loops (which could also form elements of secondary structure) may also 694 

negatively affect the enzyme activity by hindering substrate access to the active site58. 695 
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The secondary structure of the putative membrane-associated domain, a combination of -696 

sheets and -helices, turned out to be much more complex than previously predicted by 697 

homology modelling10,26. The bioinformatic analysis of KstD sequences with known biological 698 

functions shows the prevalent presence of this domain in the enzyme class. Furthermore, the 699 

sequences differ significantly, forming separate clades. Although the data on the substrate 700 

specificity of the representatives of each clade is still not plentiful, we suspect that the 701 

differences in the sequence of the membrane-associated domain are partially responsible for the 702 

reported differences in the substrate specificity. Enzymes belonging to the ReKstD1-like clade 703 

all lack a membrane-associated domain and are reported to be inactive or slightly active with 704 

C17-substituted steroids10,12. We already demonstrated that ReKstD1 converts cholest-4-en-3-705 

on if proper solubilization is provided. Still, ReKstD1 has a definitively higher preference for 706 

smaller substrates. Until now, the only characterized members of AcmB and AmcB2-like clads 707 

are AcmB and AcmB2, which are both capable of converting C17-substituted substrates, 708 

although with different structural characteristics12. Moreover, KstD3 from P. simplex, a 709 

representative of the PsKstD3-like clade, has been reported as active with cholest-4-en-3-one 710 

along with several other isoenzymes for which this activity was not observed. Interestingly, a 711 

similar phylogenetic tree can be obtained when only sequences of the membrane-associated 712 

domain are taken into consideration (Figure S3). As a result, we shall assume that the sequence 713 

of the putative membrane-associated domain strongly influences the divergence of the KstD 714 

family and may be responsible for the different biological roles of particular enzymes. 715 

However, this issue needs further research and a reanalysis of enzyme activities for cholest-4-716 

en-3-on with the use of a cyclodextrin solubilizer.  717 

As expected, the substrate specificity is not solely controlled by the putative membrane-718 

associated domain but by the structure of the active site. We have observed differences in G 719 

binding even between steroid substrates with relatively similar structures. The sequence 720 
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alignment analysis of 82 KstDs, as well as the previous report6, revealed that many of the 721 

residues in the 5 Å radius of the steroid ligand are highly conserved among all clads of the 722 

KstDs. The anchoring motive of the 3-ketosteroid group (536YhGhG540) is highly conserved as 723 

well as catalytically critical Y363 and Y118. The rest of the tyrosine residues forming the proton 724 

relay systems are less conserved, with Y115, Y466 and Y467 present in 75, 68 and 69% of the  725 

analysed sequences, respectively. Interestingly, the substitution of Y466 and Y467 726 

(predominantly by F) strongly correlates with the lack of the membrane-associated domain. The 727 

hydrophobic residues that interact with the substrate (A52, F338, A539) are usually substituted 728 

by other residues with similar biochemical properties (G52, L338, and P538 in 86%, 55% and 729 

52% sequences, respectively). Our modelling confirmed the structure-based hypothesis that 730 

both Y536 and the main chain of G540 are involved in the directional binding of 3-ketosteroids. 731 

However, the structure of E:S appears to be far less rigid than could be expected for such a 732 

bulky substrate and sometimes, the substrates are bound less tightly by only one of these 733 

residues. This is especially true for DHT, which, due to the different conformation of the ring 734 

A from 4-steroids, does not form a very strong H-bond interaction with Y536 like AD or 735 

CHON. The slightly less effective stabilization of enolate is additionally compounded by the 736 

lack of a double bond conjugated with the C3 keto group that results in higher charge separation 737 

observed in E:I when compared to 4-unsaturated substrates. These two factors seem to be 738 

responsible for the overall increase of G for both barriers and the intermediate product (E:I). 739 

Although we were only able to verify these calculations with steady-state kinetics, which 740 

revealed a 5-fold slower oxidation of DHT with respect to AD, we can assume that in the case 741 

of DHT, it is the RHR which predominantly controls the observed enzyme activity instead of 742 

OHR, as is the case with the other substrates which are oxidized faster. Therefore, we propose 743 

that this may explain the observed differences in KstD specificity toward solely 4-3-744 

ketosteroid6. The modelling also confirmed our previous kinetic analysis which pointed out at 745 
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cholest-4-en-3-one as a native substrate12. Not only is CHON  preferentially bound by the 746 

enzyme (the lowest total and the best ∆G and IE), but also its RHR is associated with the lowest 747 

barriers for both C-H activation and H- transfer.  748 

Our combined kinetic and modelling studies confirmed that, despite its peculiarities and 749 

seemingly different pH of operation from the majority of KstDs, AcmB catalyzes 1-750 

dehydrogenation according to the Ping−Pong bi−bi kinetics while the RHR proceeds according 751 

to the classical two-step mechanisms. The QM/MM MD modelling confirmed an E1cB 752 

mechanism for RHR. We have shown that the reaction can proceed under simulated slightly 753 

acidic pH of 6.5, provided Y363 is in a deprotonated state, and the obtained free energy surfaces 754 

(FESs) are very similar to those reported previously for the dehydrogenation of 17-MT and 755 

DHT by KstD1 from R. erythropolis. We have demonstrated that the stereoselectivity of 756 

activation at the C2 atom is mostly kinetic with the abstraction of 2H atom approximately 6.5-757 

fold faster than 2H, which is in qualitative agreement with the 10% yield of 2-hydroxy-758 

androstenedione reported by Hayano et al over 60 years ago60. We have further supported this 759 

conclusion by showing how deuteration at the 2 position can decrease the enantioselectivity 760 

of C-H activation in 1,2-hydrogenation catalysed by AcmB in D2O
62. 761 

There are two essential questions arising from our experiment with isotope-labelled 762 

substrates. The first question is, why does isotopic substitution at any of the C1 or C2 positions 763 

result in a measurable KIE? Second, if RHR is the only isotope-sensitive part of the reaction to 764 

such substitution and if OHR is indeed much slower than RHR (as our preliminary pre-steady 765 

state kinetics suggests) should KIE be observable at all under the steady-state conditions? 766 

The answer to the first question is related to the shape of the free energy profile obtained for 767 

AcmB. By considering it within the precision of computational methods (c.a. 1 kcal/mol), we 768 

found that both substitutions, at 2 and 1 positions, significantly reduced the reaction rate of 769 

the RHR. The free energy barriers are so close to each other that both of them have a significant 770 
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impact on the RHR reaction rate. A detailed explanation of a similar situation can be found in 771 

our previous paper related to KstD1 from R. erythropolis27. 772 

Investigation of the second question requires an analysis of the kinetic equations for the Ping-773 

Pong bi-bi mechanism. In our case (only RHR sensitive for isotopic substitution) expressions 774 

for steady-state kcat and KIE(kcat) are as follows63:  775 

 776 

𝑘𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑦−𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 =
𝑘𝑅𝐻𝑅 ∙ 𝑘𝑂𝐻𝑅
𝑘𝑅𝐻𝑅+𝑘𝑂𝐻𝑅

 777 

𝐾𝐼𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑦−𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 =

𝐾𝐼𝐸𝑅𝐻𝑅 +
𝑘𝑅𝐻𝑅
𝑘𝑂𝐻𝑅

1 +
𝑘𝑅𝐻𝑅
𝑘𝑂𝐻𝑅

 778 

 779 

As we were not able to obtain an experimental value of KIE for RHR due to the too high rate 780 

of the process, it was not possible to determine the experimental ratio of kRHR/kOHR. Still, we 781 

could use our computational estimations, so in Table 4, we presented calculated values of 782 

KIEsteady-state in a function of potential KIERHR (in the range of 1.07-4.96) and the ratio between 783 

kRHR to kOHR. 784 

  785 

Eox         Eox:steroid      Ered        Ered:DCPIP      Eox

k1 [steroid] k5 [DCPIP]kRHR kOHR

k2 k6
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 786 

Table 4. Calculated values of KIEsteady-state in the function of KIERHR and kRHR/kOHR 787 

KIERHR 

kRHR/kOHR 

1 10 25 50 100 

1.07 1.04 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 

1.50 1.25 1.05 1.02 1.01 1.01 

2.00 1.50 1.09 1.04 1.02 1.01 

3.00 2.00 1.18 1.08 1.04 1.02 

4.00 2.50 1.27 1.12 1.06 1.03 

4.96 2.98 1.36 1.15 1.08 1.04 

 788 

Although our analysis is approximate, it demonstrates that it is possible to observe KIE in the 789 

steady-state experiment, even when the process related to OHR is a hundred times slower than 790 

the RHR. Based on our preliminary pre-steady-state kinetics, we expect that at an optimal pH 791 

of 6.5 OHR should be at least 10 times slower than RHR, which would explain the experimental 792 

KIE in the range of 1.05–1.33. We have seen a similar masking effect in our recent study of 793 

KstD1, but kOHR and kRHR were estimated as of the same magnitude27. As a result, we observed 794 

higher values of the steady-state KIE for KstD1 (1.28 for 17-MT and 1.5 for DHT) than for 795 

AcmB (1.06–1.17 for 17-MT and 1.05–1.33 for DHT). 796 

We were also able to investigate the effects of Y to F mutations in the active site of AcmB 797 

on the free energy profile of RHR. Our mutations introduced a minimal disturbance to the 798 

protein structure, only removing the tyrosyl OH group. These mutations can be divided into 799 

two groups, those targeting the proton relay system (Y115F and Y467F) and those directly 800 

interfering with the substrates' activation and enolate stabilization (Y536F, Y363F, Y118F). 801 

Our bioinformatic analysis showed (KstDs from ReKstD1-like clade) that tyrosines of the 802 
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proton relay system are not obligatory for KstD activity. Their substitution to phenylalanine 803 

results in a moderate decrease (2-3 fold) in the specific activity and slightly increases the barrier 804 

(TS2) of the hydride transfer to FAD. On the other hand, any mutation of tyrosines involved in 805 

catalysis leaves KstD either unable to activate the substrate (Y363F) or, while making the 806 

abstraction of the 2Hb proton easier, prohibitively increases the barrier of hydride transfer, 807 

rendering KstD virtually inactive.  808 

Finally, we have shown, that RHR proceeds at a constant rate in a wide pH range (7.5–10) 809 

with a slight optimum at pH 9.0. Based on our preliminary pre-steady state it seems that OHR 810 

with DCPIP is slower than RHR and as a result, is controlling the steady-state kinetics and 811 

determining a steady-state pH optimum at 6.5. Unfortunately, unlike KstD1 from R. 812 

erythropolis, AcmB turned out to be a poor subject for pre-steady state kinetics. Its RHR at 813 

substrate-saturated conditions proceeds too fast for the stopped-flow equipment while the 814 

concentrated, reduced enzyme exhibited fast aggregation below pH 7.5, preventing 815 

investigation of OHR kinetics at 6.5.  816 

Conclusions 817 

We determined the structure of KstD from S. denitrificans (AcmB) demonstrating for the first 818 

time the structure of the so-called 'loop' which is a characteristic motif for the majority of the 819 

known KstD sequences. This putative membrane-associated domain may be responsible for 820 

anchoring the enzyme to the cytoplasmic membrane, positioning the enzyme active site toward 821 

the source of the substrate as well as stabilization of the E:S complex with C17-substituted 3-822 

ketosteroids. With QM/MM MD modelling and kinetic studies, we confirmed that the 1,2-823 

dehydrogenation catalysed by AcmB proceeds according to the Ping-Pong bi-bi mechanism, 824 

while RHR according to the accepted two-step elimination mechanism. We showed that OHR, 825 

not RHR, is responsible for the low values of KIE observed in the steady-state experiments as 826 

well as peculiar pH optima. As in the case of KstD1 from R. erythropolis, the nature of FES is 827 
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responsible for the KIE observed for both C1 and C2 labelled substrates, which once again 828 

demonstrates that our findings are general for KstD class. Our modelling also provided 829 

quantitative insight into the role of active site tyrosines, the influence of the 4-double bond in 830 

the steroid on its activity and corroborated experimental evidence on non-obligatory 831 

enantioselectivity during C-H activation.  832 
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